MEMORANDUM

TO: General Scowcroft
FROM: JOSEPH W. HAGIN
SUBJECT: APPROVED PRESIDENTIAL ACTIVITY

EVENT: Meeting with Sheikh Saud Nasir al-Sabah, Kuwaiti Ambassador to the United States
DATE: August 8, 1990
TIME: 11:00 a.m.
DURATION: 15 minutes
LOCATION: Oval Office
ATTIRE: Business suit

REMARKS REQUIRED: None
MEDIA COVERAGE: White House Photographer, Press Pool
FIRST LADY PARTICIPATION: No
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

CONTACT: __________________________

TELEPHONE: OFFICE _____________ HOME _______________
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SCHEDULE PROPOSAL

TO: JOSEPH W. HAGIN, II, Deputy Assistant to the President for Appointments and Scheduling

FROM: BRENT SCOWCROFT

REQUEST: To meet with Sheikh Saud Nasir al-Sabah, Kuwaiti Ambassador to the United States.

PURPOSE: To demonstrate U.S. support for an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and for the legitimate government of Kuwait.

BACKGROUND: Ambassador Sabah has become Kuwait's most visible spokesman since the Iraqi invasion forced his family into exile from Kuwait. A meeting with the President would highlight our commitment to reversal of the Iraqi takeover, not simply to defend Saudi Arabia.

PREVIOUS PARTICIPATION: None

DATE AND TIME: ASAP in the week of August 6, 1990.
DURATION: 15 minutes

LOCATION: Oval Office

PARTICIPANTS: The President, Vice President, Secretary Baker, Governor Sununu, Brent Scowcroft, John Kelly, Richard Haass

OUTLINE OF EVENTS: Photo Op followed by meeting.

REMARKS REQUIRED: To be provided by NSC.

MEDIA COVERAGE: Open Pool.

RECOMMENDED BY: NSC

OPPOSED BY: None
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ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

THROUGH: RICHARD N. HAASS

FROM: C. DAVID WELCH

SUBJECT: Schedule Proposal for Kuwaiti Ambassador Sheikh Saud Nasir al-Sabah to Meet with the President

Attached is a schedule proposal for the Kuwaiti Ambassador, Sheikh Saud Nasir al-Sabah, to meet with the President. Ideally, the meeting should occur this week.

RECOMMENDATION

That you sign the attached schedule proposal at Tab 1.
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